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Abstract 
In this paper using circular matrices of order WI with elements circular matrices of order t, we 
construct block matrices having 2m diagonal blocks of the form (N- 3) I,+ 35, and every other 
element equal to - 1, where N = 2mt + 1 and m, t = 1 mod 2. 
Then by deleting appropriate rows a number of non-equivalent new D-, A-optimal weighing 
designs (N, k, s) are constructed for k < N - 1, N = 3 mod 4, N < 100 and s < 2m. 
1. Introduction 
Let k and N be positive integers satisfying k d N and let D(k, IV) be the set of all 
k x N matrices R = (rij) whose entries are equal to f 1. 
Such matrices arise in weighing and two-level fractional factorial problems, which 
are closely related. For these two statistical settings assume that the observations are 
uncorrelated and homoscedastic. 
The problem we face in the above two statistical settings is the choosing of a design 
matrix R* which minimizes +(RRT) over D(k, N) for some real-valued function 4.4 is 
called an optimality criterion. We shall refer to both R* and M = R*R*T as &optimal 
if R* yields such a minimum. 
The well known A-, D- and E-optimality criteria are obtained by taking c$(RRT) to 
be tr(RRT)-‘, det(RRT)-’ and the maximum eigenvalue of (RRT)-’ respectively. In 
this paper we deal with both D- and A-optimality criteria. 
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For N-Omod4 it is known that every R* such that R*R*T= NIk is D- and 
A-optimal over D(k, N), where I, is the identity matrix of order k. It is the classical 
problem of constructing N x N Hadamard matrices. The cases N = 1, 2 mod 4 have 
been treated by Chenq [2, 31 and by Jacroux et al. [9]. 
Throughout this paper assume N = 3 mod 4, which is the most difficult case. The 
main contribution in this direction is due to Ehlich [4] and to Sathe and Shenoy [12]. 
Let F(k, N) be the class of symmetric positive definite k x k matrices M =(mij) with 
mii = N, mij E 3 mod 4, i #j. A block matrix of size n is the IZ x ~1 matrix (N - 3)Z, + J, 
and a block matrix in F(k, N) with block sizes rl, r2, . . , r, where xi ri = k is a k x k 
matrix having s diagonal blocks of these sizes and every other element equals to - 1. 
Ehlich [4] proved that if M,EF(k, N) is a block matrix with s blocks and max, 1 M,I is 
achieved on a matrix M = R*R*T where R* is in D(k, N) then R* is the D-optimal 
weighing design over D(k, N). Moreover, Ehlich proved that there are v = k-s[k/s] 
blocks of size r+ 1 and U=S-v blocks of size r with r = [k/s]. Here [x] stands 
for the integral part of X. Sathe and Shenoy [12] proved that for the A-optimal 
design R* in D(k, N) M= R*R*r is also a block matrix in F(k, N) with v diagonal 
blocks of size r+ 1 and u diagonal blocks of size r where u,u, r being as above. 
Note that for N = 3 mod4 the D-optimal design is generally different from the 
A-optimal one, since s which maximizes 1 M,I is generally different from that s which 
minimizes tr ML ‘. 
Galil and Kiefer [6] and Sathe and Shenoy [12] proved that if k< k,,(N) 
[N 3 N,(k)] s equals to k and the corresponding k x N D-optimal [A-optimal] design 
R* is obtained by deleting a column from an (N + 1) x (N + 1) Hadamard matrix and 
then taking any k rows where 
k,(N)=(N+5)/2 and N,(k)=(7k-16+J(k-4)(17k-36))/4 with k>4. 
Specific construction methods of D-optimal designs when N = 3 mod 4, k > k,,(N), 
are given in [5-8,10,11]. Hence, we can easily obtain a number of A-optimal designs 
by deleting appropriate rows from these known D-optimal designs. Also Sathe and 
Shenoy [13] constructed a number of A- and D-optimal designs for k d N - 3 and 
5<s<8. 
In what follows (N, k, s) denotes the k x k D- or A-optimal matrix M* =(mij) with 
s diagonal blocks and rnz = N for i = 1,2, . . , k. In this paper using block circular 
matrices, i.e. circular matrices whose elements are circular matrices, we construct 
among others D-optimal designs for 
(N, k,s)=(43,27, 13), (43,28,12), (43,29, ll), (43,30, lo), (55,33,17), 
(55,33,16), (55,34,15), (55,35,13), (55,36,12), (67,19,39), 
(67,40,18), (31,30,6), (51,38,9), (51,40,8), (71,45,14), 
(71,46,13), (71,47,12), (71,48,12), (71,49, ll), (71,50,10) 
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and A-optimal designs for 
(N, k,s)=(43,20, lo), (43,21, lo), (43,22,9), (55,26,12), (55,27, lo), 
(71,33,11),(71,34,11),(71,35,10),(71,36,9),(71,37,9),(71,38,9). 
All these optimal designs are constructed for the first time. 
2. The construction method for N=2mt + 1 and k < N- 1 
An mt x mt matrix C is said to be a “block circular matrix” (BCM) of order m with 
elements circular matrices of order t if C = (C,, C1, , C,_ 1) is a circular matrix of 
order m where Ci=(ci,o,ci,1, ,.. , c~,~- 1) is a circular matrix of order t for 
i=O,l, . . , m-l. 
Circular matrices were used by Chadjipadelis et al. [l] for the construction of 
D-optimal designs of order N=2 mod4. 
Now consider the BCM’s RI and R2 of order m with elements circular matrices of 
order t, i.e. 
Rr=(U,, UI, . . . , Urn-~), R,=(Wo, WI, . . . , Wm-11 
with 
Ui=(ai,O~ai,l, ... jai,t-lb wj=(bj,o, bj.1, ... > bj,z-l) 
and Uiq, bjqE{-1211 for i,j=O,l, . . . ,m-l,q=O,l, . . . , t-l. 
Also consider the 2mt x (2mt+ 1) matrix 
R= Rt R2 Lt 
-R; R; 1 -I,, ’ (2.1) 
where 1, denotes the n x 1 vector of ones. 
Since RI, R, are BCM’s as is stated in Theorem 3.1 below, from (2.1) we have 
where 
S;> 1, (2.2) 
mt 
S=R,R;+R,R;. (2.3) 
The main idea of constructing optimal designs for NE 3 mod4 is to choose the 
BCM’s RI and R, so that 
S=2(mt-1)1,,+4diag{J,,J,, . . . ,Jt}-2J,,. 
m -times 
(2.4) 
and 
N=2mt+l, m,t zlmod2. 
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Then for the matrix R in D(N- 1, N), the matrix RRT is a block matrix in 
F(N- 1, N) having 2m diagonal blocks of the form (N-3)1,+35, and every other 
element equals to - 1. Now, by deleting appropriate rows form R, a number of D- and 
A-optimal weighing designs (N, k, s) are constructed for N = 3 mod 4, k d N - 1, s < 2m. 
These are listed in Tables 3 and 6. 
In order to construct optimal weighing designs (N, k,s) having blocks of size 
r=[k/s] and r+l, t must equal to r+l. 
The construction method is described in details in Sections 4 and 5 below for the 
cases t = 3 and t = 5 respectively. We also give constructibility results for m = 1 mod 2 
where N = 2mt + 1 and N < 100. The method can be applied for any value of t and m, 
but the amount of required computer time increases exponentially for larger values 
of t and m. 
3. Some preliminary results 
Let Q=(QO, I,, Qo, . . , Qo) be a BCM of order m, where Q. is the t x t matrix with 
all elements equal to zero. Then Qi=(Q,,, . . . , I,, . . . , Q,,), i.e. in Qi the matrix I, is in 
the ith position for i= 1,2, . . , m- 1, and QT= Q-l, Q”‘=Zmt, Q” =I,,, Qmfi= Qi, 
QiQj=@+i, (Qi)T=Qm-i=Q-i. 
Let also C(A) = (A, Qo, . , Qo) be a BCM of order m where A is a circular matrix of 
order t. 
Following these notations we have 
m-1 m-l m-l m-l 
RI= C C(ui)Qi, Rz= 1 C(Wi)Qi, R1R2= C C C(UiWj)e”’ 
i=O i=O i=O j=O 
and 
m-l m-1 
RT= C C(UT,-i)Q, Rz= 1 C(W;f_i)Qi with UO=Um, W,=W,,,. 
i=O i=O 
First we need the following (see Cl]); 
Theorem 3.1. If RI =(U,, Ul, . . . , U,,_,) and R,=( Wo, WI, . . . , W,-,) are BCM’s of 
order m where Ui, Wj for i, j=O, 1, . . , m- 1 are circular matrices of order t, then 
(i) RIRl = RzRl is a BCM, 
(ii) RIRT=RTRl and RiRT=RTRifor i= 1,2. 
We give now some results about equivalent weighing designs, which simplify the 
calculations. 
Lemma 3.2. Let R satisfy relation (2.1). Also let RI and Rz be BCM’s of order m with 
elements circular matrices of order t satisfying the relation 
RlRT+R,R;=2(mt-l)Z,,+4diag{J,,J,, . . . ,J,}-2J,,. (3.1) 
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Then we can assume that 
rI>rz>O 
with 
rf+rz=4t-2 
where ri equals to the sum of elements in every column of Ri for i = 1,2. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Proof. Consider the matrix 
F= FI Fz l,, 
-F; F; -l,, 1 
where (F,=+RI or +RT and F,=+R, or fRT) or (F,=fRz or fRT and 
F,= fR, or *RI). 
Then from Theorem 3.1 we have FFT = RRT, i.e. FIFT + Fz FT satisfies relation (3.1). 
This means we can always consider RI, R, so that 
l:,R,1,,21:,R,l,,>O. (3.4) 
Indeed, if lf, RI l,, GO or lz, Rzl,,gO then we consider the matrix F where F1 = -RI, 
F, = R2 or F1 = RI, F2 = - Rz, and if lf, R1l,t< lz,R,l,, we consider the matrix 
F with F1 =RZ, Fz =R,. NOW, since lT,,Ril,t=mtri, i= 1,2, from (3.4) we get 
r,>r,>O. 
If we multiply both sides of (3.1) on the left by l’,, and on the right by l,,, we obtain 
the relation (3.3). 0 
Applying the transformations 1 H(AU + p) mod m, p ~(pu + q) mod m on the 
matrices R, and R,, we define the following matrices 
m-l m-1 
~1= C C(Ui)Q'"+" and R^,= 1 C(Wj) Qj”” 
i=O j=O 
where u, p, q are integers. 
Theorem 3.3. Let R satisfy (2.1) and let RI, Rz be BCM’s of order m with elements 
circular matrices of order t, which satisfy relation (3.1). Then the matrices I?,, k, satisfy 
(3.1) ifu is prime to m. 
Proof. 
m-l 
RlRT+RzRT= C C(Di)Q’=2(mt-l)Z,,+4diag{J,,J,, . ,Jr}-2J,t, 
i=O 
where 
m-l 
Di= C (UjU;f+j_i+ Wj W~+j-i), 
i=O 
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with 
UT= Uz+j alId WY= WL+j forj=O,l, . . . ,m-1. 
Therefore 
D,=(N-3)1,+2J,, Di=-25, forr i=l,2, . . . ,m-1 and N=2mt+l. 
Also we have 
II-1 m-l 
~l~T+d,~T= C C(Oi)Qi”=C(D~)Qo-2C(J~) C Q’” 
i=O i=l 
= Wo) Q” - WJ,) (Qo, I,, . . . > 1,) 
=((N-3)1,+2J,, -2J,, . . . , -25,) 
=2(mt_l)Z,,+4diag{J,, J,, . . . , J,}-2J,,, (3.5) 
since iu takes all the values 1,2, . . . , m-lfori=l,2, . . ..m-lduetouisprimetom. 
This proves the theorem. 0 
From Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 we obtain the following. 
Corollary 3.4. Let R satisfy (2.1) and RI, Rz satisfy the conditions (3.1) and (3.2). Then 
G1, G2 also satisfy these conditions where (G,, G,) belongs to the 
{(R,,R~),(RT,R,),(RT,R~),(a,,~,),(~T,1?2),(~1,~~),(~T: 
and k1,k2 are obtained from RI, Rz via the transformations 
pH(pu+q)modmfor u prime to m. 
set 
&> 
A ++@n+p)modm, 
using Corollary 3.4, The design matrices R of the form (2.1) produced from RI, R, 
for every u prime to m and p, q = 0, 1, . . . , (m - l), are called equivalent. 
4. BCM with blocks of size t=3 
The only circular symmetric matrices of order t =3 up to equivalence are 
A=(+++)andB=(-++).Here+standsfor+land-standsfor-l.Hence,if 
each one of the BCM’s RI and R2 has m elements, then R is a 6m x (6m + 1) matrix 
where m = 1 mod 2. 
Since the condition (3.1) must hold in the present set-up, we get 
m-l 
izo (UiUT+ KWT)=2(mt-l)Z,+2J,. (4.1) 
Now, if 
. Yr is the number of *A’s in every row or column of RI and Rz, 
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. Y, is the number of &-B’s in every row or column of RI 
(4.1) is equivalent to 
Y,A’+ Y,B2=2(3m-1)Z3+2J3, 
from which we get 
Y, = (m + 1)/2, Y,=(3m-1)/2. 
By using relation (3.1) we can find the algebraic sum of the 
and R2. Hence, if we multiply both sides of (3.1) on the left by 
on the right by F we have 
and R,, then for t =3, 
(4.2) 
*A’s and *B’s in RI 
FT = (I,, I,, . . . , It) and 
(4.3) 
FTR,RTF=( y$,, UilJi) FTF( yz: UiUT)=m(Tg’ UiCJiy I,, 
and similarly 
where UiUi(WiWi) is the algebraic sum of U:S (WAS) in every row or column of R,(R,). 
Hence, for t = 3, because every Ui and Wj equals to +A or to + B, from (4.3) we 
obtain 
(xIA+xzB)Z+(y,A+y,B)2=2(3m-1)Z,-2(m-2)J3 
where 
(4.4) 
l xIA(yIA) is the algebraic sum of *A’s in every row or column of R,(R,), 
l x2B(y2L?) is the algebraic sum of *B’s in every row or column of R1(R2). 
So, from (4.4), (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain 
x2’ + y: = (3m - 1)/2, 
(3x, +x2)2+(3y1 +y#= 10, (4.5) 
~XI+X~>~YI+_VZ>O, 
since u,=3xI+x2 and r2=3yl+y2. 
For m = 5,13,15 the system (4.5) has no integer solution. Hence for N = 31,79,91 
there aren’t optimal weighing designs of the form (2.1) for t =3. 
We give in Table 1 all the solutions of (4.2) and (4.5) for all values of m for which 
m-lmod2, N=6m+l and N<lOO. 
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Table 1 
Solutions of the system (4.2), (4.5) for all N = 6m + 1, N < 100, m = 1 mod 2 
m N-l YI Y2 Xl Yl x2 YZ 
3 18 2 4 1 1 0 -2 
5 30 3 7 No solution 
I 42 4 10 0 0 3 1 
42 4 10 2 0 -3 1 
9 54 5 13 0 1 3 -2 
54 5 13 2 1 -3 -2 
11 66 6 16 1 -1 0 4 
13 78 I 19 No solution 
15 90 8 22 No solution 
Table 2 
Construction of the matrix R:A=(+ + +) and B=(- + +) 
2m N Rl R, 
6 19 A-B B A-B-B 
14 43 A A-B-B-B B-B A-B B B B-B-A 
43 A A-B A-B-B-A B B B-B-B B-B 
43 A A-B A-B-B-A B BB B-B B-B-B 
43 A A-A-B-B A-B B B B-B-B B-B 
43 A A-A-B-B A-B B B B-B B-B-B 
18 55 A A-B-B B-B B-B-B A-B-B-B-A A-B B B 
55 A A-B B-B-B-B B-B A B B-B-A A-B-B-B 
22 61 A A B-A B B-B-B-B B-B A-A B-A-B B B B B-B B 
61 A A-B-B-A BB-B B-B B B A-A B B-A B B B-B-B B 
61 A A B-B-B-A B B-B B-B A-A-B B B-A B B B B-B 
61 A A B-B B-A B B-B-B-B A-A B B-B-A B-B B B B 
61 A A-B B-A B-B-B B B-B A-A B B B B B-B-A-B B 
67 A A B-A-B-B B-B B B-B A-A B-B B B B B B-A-B 
The final step is the construction of matrix R using Table 1. From this table we can 
find the number of A’s, -A’s, B’s and -B’s in every block row or block column of RI 
and R2. Then we consider all possible arrangements of these f A’s and + B’s within 
R, and Rz so that relation (3.1) is satisfied. Furthermore we can shorten the calcu- 
lations if we consider only non-equivalent design matrices R, i.e. (i) if we apply the 
transformations 1 H (Au + p) mod m, p H (pu + q) mod m on matrices RI, R2, for 
uprimetom,p,q=O,l, . . . . (m- l), (Theorem 3.3), and (ii) if we apply corollary 3.4. 
In addition, a serious reduction of the computational time is achieved by choosing 
p,q so that RI and R2 have the maximum run of + l’s at the beginning of their first 
row, since by applying the transformations 1 H (A + p) mod m, p H (11 + p) mod m we 
get equivalent designs. 
In Table 2 above a number of non-equivalent matrices R meeting the requirements 
for m = 3,7,9 and 11 are given. 
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Table 3 
Constructibility results for N = 6m + 1, k < 6m, m = 3,7,9,11. Blocks of size < 3.’ 
D-optimal designs A-optima1 designs 
m N k s ru ” m N k s r u u 
19 17 6 2 1 5 
19 18 6 3 6 0 
43 26 14 1 2 12 
43 26 13 2 13 0 
43 27 14 1 1 13 
43 27 13 2 12 1 
43 28 12 2 8 4 
43 29 11 2 4 7 
43 30 10 3 10 0 
55 32 17 1 2 15 
55 32 16 2 16 0 
55 33 17 1 1 16 
55 33 16 2 15 1 
55 34 15 2 11 4 
55 35 13 2 4 9 
55 36 12 3 12 0 
67 38 20 1 2 18 
67 38 19 2 19 0 
67 39 20 1 1 19 
67 39 19 2 18 1 
67 40 18 2 14 4 
67 41 15 2 4 11 
67 42 14 3 14 0 
- 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
3 19 12 6 2 6 0 
19 13 6 2 5 1 
19 14 5 2 1 4 
19 15 5 3 5 0 
7 43 19 14 1 9 5 
43 20 10 2 10 0 
43 21 10 2 9 1 
43 22 9 2 5 4 
43 23 8 2 1 7 
43 24 8 3 8 0 
9 55 24 13 1 2 11 
55 25 13 1 1 12 
55 26 12 2 10 2 
55 27 10 2 3 7 
11 67 28 18 1 8 10 
67 29 15 1 1 14 
67 30 14 2 12 2 
67 31 12 2 5 7 
67 32 11 2 1 10 
61 33 11 3 11 0 
’ The symbol * indicates that the corresponding design is constructed for the first time. 
Now by deleting appropriate rows from R we construct a series of optimal designs 
(IV, k, s), for N = 6m + 1, k < 6m and s < 2m. These designs are listed in Table 3. 
5. BCM with blocks of size t=5 
The only circular symmetric matrices of order t= 5 up to equivalence are the 
following: 
C,=(+++++), C,=(‘+ + + +), 
C,=(++--+), C,=( + - + + -). 
Now if each one of the BCM’s RI and R2 has m elements Ui and Wj respectively, then 
every Vi and Wj equals to f Cl or to + Cz or to + C3 or to + Cq. R is also a matrix of 
order 10m x (10m + 1) with m = 1 mod 2. 
Hence, if Yi is the number of _+ C,‘s in every row or column of R, relation (4.1) becomes 
t YiCf=2(5m-l)15+2J5. (5.1) 
i=l 
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From (5.1) we obtain 
3Y1+ Y,=m+l, 
2y3=5y1+yz-2, 
Y3 = Y,. 
Also from (4.3) we have 
(iI .ici)‘+( jl rici)2=2(5~-1~z,-2(m-2)~, 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
where XiCi,yiCi is the algebraic sum of + Cis in every row or column of RI, Rz 
respectively. 
Table 4 
Solutions of the system (5.2), (5.4) for N - 1= 10~ m E 1 mod 2, N < 100 
3 30 0 4 1 1 No solution 
30 1 1 2 2 1 -1 
30 1 1 2 2 1 -1 
5 50 0 6 2 2 0 1 
50 1 3 3 3 1 0 
50 1 3 3 3 1 0 
50 1 3 3 3 -1 2 
50 1 3 3 3 -1 2 
50 2 0 4 4 1 0 
7 70 0 8 3 3 0 1 
70 1 5 4 4 1 -2 
70 1 5 4 4 0 -1 
70 1 5 4 4 0 -1 
70 2 2 5 5 0 -1 
70 2 2 5 5 0 -1 
70 2 2 5 5 1 -2 
9 90 0 10 4 4 No solution 
90 1 7 5 5 No solution 
90 2 4 6 6 No solution 
90 3 1 7 7 No solution 
1 0 
0 1 
1 -1 
0 -2 
-2 0 
2 0 
0 2 
0 -2 
0 0 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
Yl Yz Y3 Y4 
0 0 1 2 
0 0 2 1 
0 1 -1 1 
0 1 -1 1 
0 1 1 -1 
0 1 -1 1 
0 1 1 -1 
1 0 -2 0 
0 -1 3 3 
0 1 0 0 
1 0 -1 -1 
-2 2 1 1 
0 1 0 0 
2 -1 -2 -2 
1 0 -1 -1 
Table 5 
Construction of the matrix R 
2m N RI R, 
6 31 Cl--C2 C3 c3 G c4 
31 Cl-C2 C4 c3 c3 c4 
10 51 c,-c, c3-c4-c4 cI-c3-cJ-c4 c4 
14 71 c*-c2-cz c2-c2 cz c* -C2 C3 CS C4 c3 c4 c4 
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Hence from (5.3) (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain 
~YI+~Y,+Y~+Y,=~. (5.4) 
All the solutions of system (5.2), (5.4) for the values of m- 1 mod2 for which 
N = 10~ + 1, N < 100 are listed in Table 4. For m = 9 there does not exist an integer 
solution of system (5.4). So there cannot be constructed optimal weighing designs 
using BCM’s for N=91 and t=5. 
Following the procedure we described in Section 4 we constructed the BCM’s RI 
and R2 listed in Table 5. So, for m= 3,5,7 we can form the matrix R for which 
Table 6 
Constructibility results for N = 10mf 1, k < lOm, m = 3,5,7. Blocks of size $5.’ 
D-optimal designs A-optimal designs 
in N k s r u u m N k s ru u 
- 
3 31 30 6 5 6 
5 51 36 10 3 4 
51 37 10 3 3 
51 38 9 4 7 
51 39 9 4 6 
51 40 8 5 8 
7 71 45 14 3 11 
71 46 13 3 6 
71 47 12 3 1 
71 48 12 4 12 
71 49 11 4 6 
71 50 10 5 10 
0 * 3 31 20 6 3 4 2 
6 3 31 21 6 3 3 3 
7 31 22 6 3 2 4 
2 * 31 23 6 3 1 5 
3 * 31 24 5 4 1 4 
0 31 25 5 5 5 0 
3 * 5 51 25 10 2 5 5 
7 * 51 26 9 2 1 8 
11 * 51 27 9 3 9 0 
0 * 51 28 8 3 4 4 
5 * 51 29 8 3 3 5 
0 * 51 30 7 4 5 2 
51 31 7 4 4 3 
51 32 7 4 3 4 
51 33 7 4 2 5 
7 71 32 14 2 10 4 
71 32 13 2 7 6 
71 33 11 3 11 0 * 
71 34 11 3 10 1 * 
71 35 10 3 5 5 * 
71 36 9 4 9 0 * 
71 37 9 4 8 1 * 
71 38 9 4 7 2 * 
71 39 8 4 1 7 
71 40 8 5 8 0 
r The symbol * indicates that the corresponding design is constructed for the first time. 
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RR= has 2m diagonal blocks of the form (lOm-2)15 + 3.J5 and every other element 
equals to - 1. 
Hence, if we delete appropriate rows from R we construct a series of optimal 
weighing designs (N, k,s) for N = lOm+ 1, k< lOm, s<2m. These optimal designs are 
listed in Table 6. 
We can also construct equivalent designs by applying Corollary 3.4. For example, 
for N = 51 via the transformations A H (3A+ 1)mod 5, p H (3~+4)mod 5 we get 
^ ^ 
(R,, R,) where 
d,=(-c, Cl c3 -c4 -C,), &=(-Cc, c4 -cs -ca C,). 
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